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Best ways to teach
Include Problem Solving (Challenge)
Allow for Creativity and 
Collaboration.
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Students 
collaborating 
on a STEM 
project. 



Students using creativity 
to design a 
Zip Line chair to carry a Lego man to 
safety from a burning island



Learning needs to involve 
EMOTION!

Eg: Defend or Argue a point



Include technology! 
Online discussions are 

great because kids want 
to save face and will 

come with great points 
and educated answers. 

Arguing a point on 
social media is a great 

way to involve emotion. 



The brain has to pay 
attention if Emotion is 

involved in the learning.



”

ALWAYS include reflection time. It 
connects learning to self.

Rest is not IDLE. 



Quote from Conference
“Emotions that rely on abstract inferences 
recruit a brain network whose activation 
is incompatible with external attention.” 



Meditation: As 
important for 
teachers as it is 
for students.



Students Meditating 



*See students in a 
different light in a 
peaceful state 

Teachers:

*Kind of like a sleeping 
baby Aww



Students

A minute to 
themselves to think 
and reflect. 

Gives them a 
peaceful time to 
focus in a calm state

improves behavior 
because it gives them time 
to process what is going 
on in their lives before 
they react in a negative 
way.



Find out and incorporate learning styles

ArtMusic Movement



Desktop project
Show and explain your web, app or software projects using these 

gadget templates.





Teach with the 
brain in mind! It 

only takes a tweak 
or two!  Thanks!



Thanks to NEA 
for the grant! 



Credits: Learning 
style activity from 

Laura Chandler


